Chinese 760

Professional Relations and Networking in China & America

Instructor: Dr. Patrick McAloon (McAloon.1@osu.edu)

Course Number: Chinese 760
Call Number: 6738 Credits: 5 hours
Course meets: M W 3:30 – 6:18pm Location: HH 359

Would you like to practice how to start, develop, and maintain interpersonal relationships with your peers & boss in American cultural contexts? How to attend conferences and conduct job interviews? Look for strategies for handling criticism & rejection?

Chinese 760 can help you! Proven techniques for establishing, maintaining, and repairing relationships in both cultures will be practiced in class. Taught by a team with experience in both the business and academic fields, this course involves a great deal of interaction between American and Chinese students. One hour of each session is taught in English on American culture while the other hour is taught in Chinese on Chinese culture.

Space is limited and a prerequisite signature is required to enroll, so please contact Sunny Zong at zong.7@osu.edu to enroll today.